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IRON SULFIDE DISCOLORATION OF TUNA CANS~I 
No. 6 - Expe rime nts to Elucidate Mechanism of the Reaction 

By George M. Pigott* and M. E. Stansby** 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments which were conducted to elucidate and render inoperative the mechanism 
whereby tWla c.ms are discolored by iron sulfide fo:rnation were partially successful. The 
catalytic factor was found to be heat-stable and present in the meat of certain batches of 
tw1a. Repacking of the tuna from discolored cans into new cans with a second retorting 
did not prevent discoloration. Neither oil nor brine from such cans, when repacked, caused 
discoloration. Headspace gases did not show any Significant differences between control and 
discolored packs. Acids were found not to be the cause of the discoloration though they did 
cause corrosion of the cans. Inversion of the cans soon after retorting prevented the forma
tion of iron sulfide. Discoloration does not occur in cans containing no free liquid. 

BACKGROUND 

Certain batches of tuna fish, when canned, cause an iron sulfide discoloration 
the can area adjacent to the headspace. The present investigation has been a 

udy of iron sulfide formation and the variables that affect it (Pigott and Stansby 
55) . 

The five preceding papers in this series of articles designed to report the work 
r the project have dealt with the effect of processing variables on can discoloration. 
he objective of this paper, the last in the series, is to discuss various experiments 
at ,were carried out to elucidate the mechanism of the reaction causing the iron 
flde discoloration. 

EXPERIMENT AL WORK 

. GENERAL: Previous work in this investigation has shown that the iron sulfide 
I~~ol?ration i~ forI?ed from hydrogen sulfide that is produced by tuna meat during 
1 rtlng, and lron In the tin can that has been converted to the ferrous state. The 

e ~ l~n to the problem now lies in determining the mechanism whereby iron is con
r,e to the ferrous form by a substance present only in certain batches of tuna. A 
nes of experiments were carried out to study the mechanism of this reaction. 

lfo~PACKING CANNED TUNA: A repacking experiment was undertaken in an 
Id T~ determine if the factor causing discoloration was in the meat or in the liq-
e'n d e exp~riment was as follows: After cans of discolored and normal tuna were 
e ~ ',the 011 Was drained, and the meat was repacked into new single-enamel cans. 
preraln:d oil from both the discolored and the normal packs was added to a fresh
rk ~oo ed albacore pack that had never caused can discoloration. Results of this 
F re Shown in table 1 
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Fig. 1 - Apparatus used in determination of quantity and 
chemical composition of head-space gases in canned tuna. 

EFFE T _..P..!i: Vi h th exceptl 
of on dbcolore omm rcial albacore 
pack that had a pH of 5.6, all of the pa. 
insp cted in this in\' tigatlOn ranged! 
a pH of 5.85 to 6. 1. The acid content 
experimental packs was varied to deter 
mine the effect of pH of th meat on ca 
discoloration. Both acetic and hydro' 
chloric acids were used to adjust the 
of the can contents just before seal1ng 
and retorting. 

At pH values of 5 or above nO can 
discoloration was produced in expefllll 
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tal packs of albacore that normally did not cause can discoloration. When the pH 
was adjusted below 5, the cans were attacked, but the corrosion was not of the same 
type as that found in cans d~scol
ored under normal processlng 
conditions. Futhermore, owing 
to the buffering capadty of the 
una meat, such a large amount 

of acid had to be added that the 
eat became inedible. 

EFFECT OF FREE LIQUID: 
Discoloration reported in com

ercial packs occurs in solid

Table 2 - Composition of Headsoace Gases in Solid - Pack Tuna 

Constituent Volume of Ga~1 
RanJ:(e Avera2e 

r-otal heads pace gasl/ 
.(Cubic Centimeters) 

6 . 75-27.5 15.0 
Volatile acid 0.23- 2.28 0.72 
Volatile base 0.23- 1. 42 0.72 
Oxygen. 0- 0.45 0.18 
~ydrogen 3/ 0 
liTHE INERT GAS ,~MOSTlf NITROGEN) DETERMINED Sf DifFERENCE liAS eo TO 95 PER-

?/7~ON;. ~f A~~~:::;ER I C PRESSURE. 
¥fOUND IN MINUTE QUANTITIES IN FOUR CANS ONlf. 

pack tuna but not in flake packs. The two main differences between solid packs and 
£lake.packs are the particle size and the amount of free liquid that is in the can. The 
lake pack absorbs much more oil than does the solid pack so that commercially-
anned flake tuna has no free oil in the can. The effect of having free oil or brine 
n flake packs was thoroughly investigated using albacore and yellowfin tuna that 
ormally cause can discoloration in solid packs. 

It was found that normal flake packs will not cause can discoloration when the 
amount of oil that is normally used is present. However, if enough excess oil is 
dded so that free oil is present in the can, the same amount of discoloration is 
ound in flake packs from lots of tuna causing discoloration as is found in solid packs 
rom the same lots of tuna. The presence of free bl ine in brine flake packs from 
he same lots of tuna also produced sulfide discoloration. A slight amount of can 
iscoloration was found in some flake packs not containing free liquid when canne d. 
his was due to free liquid being cooked from the brine packs during retorting. Thus, 
~ese results indicate that there is a substance in some tuna that will cause can dis

Table 3 - Effect of Type of PacJJI and Additives on 
Discoloration of Tuna Cans 

Type 01 
PacJd 

Solid 

Flake 

Solid 

Additives 
Discoloration SOoYila I Saturated Salt 

Brine 
. (Ounces) . Degree 

. '1 i . 0 . to" Medium 
1I 0 None 
1; 0 t None 
3~/ 0 Medium 
o 1t 0 Heavy 
o 0 0 None4 / 

Flake 0 1 t 0 Nondl 
o 33/ 0 Medium 

~ HE.S£ PAC.KS 'tiERE "'''[)E fROM LOT$ Of TUNA THAT HAD A RECDRO or CAUSING CAt~ 
DIS(..QlOAHION. 

All P;(I'S wERE PROCESSED 7S ~INUlES AT 2400 F • 
.APPROXIHHElr' 3 OUhCES or Oil OR BRlt.[ WERE ADOED TO THESE P"C~S TO INSURE 
~~L[TE COVERAGE or THE MEAT. THEPEfORE, FREE LIQUID JAS PRESENT IN THE 

f THE PREC()()f(EO FISH WAS ~OIST [HOUGH so THAT FREE LIQUID _AS COOI"'ED OUT 
Of THE fiSH OORING RETORTING CAN DISCOLORATION "'AS FOUND. 

coloration if a medium such as oil 
or brine is free to wash over the 
can surface during retorting. Re-
sults of this work are shown in 
table 3. In these experiments it 
was again found that salt must be 
present if discoloration is to take 
place. 

These results were followed 
by experiments to determine wheth
er or not can discoloration would 
occur if the free liquid were kept 
from contacting the surface of the 
lid during retorting. When the tuna 
and liquid that ordinarily caused dis
coloration were placed in sausage 

ins and then canned and processed, can discoloration was prevented. 

INVERTING CANS AFTER RETORTING: Iron sulfide discoloration never occurs 
~e7e meat or liquid is in contact with the can during the cooling period after re
rtmg. Tin sulfide frequently forms in this area in both normal and discolored 
c.ks. Since cans that will be discolored apparently have ferrous iron being form-
m the headspace during the cooling period, it seemed that ferrous sulfide might 
prevented if the cans were inverted during cooling, just before the deposit occur

d. At ,this time, enough of the liquid might adhere to the bottom, so that when the 
n Was lnverted, stannous ions would continue to form in the new headspace. Also, 
~ original top end would be covered with the liquid that prevents ferrous ions from 
mg formed. 
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Packs of yellowfin and albgcore that ordinanly produc can dls?oloration ~ere 
retorted for 75 minutes at 240 F. Cans from the packs w r then lnverted at In
tervals from 0 to 60 minutes after retorting. Cans that were inv' rt d b tween 5 
and 20 minutes after retorting ::;howed no discoloration on the top or bottom, where
as the tops of control cans (not inverted) were ~iscolor d - ~ft r th cooling perIOd, 
the cans could be turned right-side up for labehng and handhng . 

In a very few tuna canneries, the cans are placed in orderly fashion on trays 
and retorted. The cans on these trays could readily be invert dafter removal from 
the retort. However, in the vast majority of tuna cann ries, th cans are placed In 
baskets in a jumbled fashion, with most cans standing on dge. In such plants It 
would be quite impossible to invert cans after they are retorted a::; a method of pre
venting can discoloration. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The factor that caused can discoloration was relatively heat stable and was 
present in the meat of certain batches of tuna. 

2. No significant differences in the gross headspace gas composition of normal 
and discolored tuna were detected. 

3. The pH of the tuna was not found to be an important factor in determining 
the extent of can discoloration. 

4. Discoloration did not occur in canned tuna unless free liquid (oil or brine) 
was present in the can. This accounts for the fact that flake packs, which absorb 
the amount of oil normally added commercially, do not show can discoloration. 

5. Discoloration did not occur where meat or liquid was in contact with the 
can during cooling. 

RECAPITULATION OF ENTIRE INVESTIGATION 

The object of this entire investigation was to study the reaction mechanism 
whereby iron sulfide is formed during the canning of some batches of tuna. Of 
course. the ultimate aim of any such project is to supply inform ation that will lead 
to a commercially-feasible solution of the problem. The most important conclu
sions that have been reached during this investigation and reported in this series 
of papers are as follows: 

1. Formation of black iron sulfide in canned tuna depends upon the presence 
of ferrous iron. 

2. All cans of tuna contain sufficient hydrogen sulfide to give can discoloration 
if any exposed iron in the can is in the ferrous state . 

3. Sulfide discoloration occurs only in cans that have free liquid in the can. 

4. Sulfide discoloration occurs after the cans are retorted. during the cooling 
period. 

. 5. Increasing the length of time the fish are in cold storage prior to canning 
1ncreases the t~ndency for tuna to cause can discoloration . 

. 6. Sulfide discoloration is much worse in cans of tuna that are allowed to re
mam at elevated temperature s after the retorting period. 

. 7. !he factor that causes iron in the can to be converted to the ferrous state 
1n certam batches of canned tuna is present in the meat of the fish. 
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Currently. the s e nior auth or is u ndertaking an investigatio~/ of the tin- iron 
rouple in tuna c~ns during p r ocess.ing and cooling. ~t is hoped that the factor that 
auses ferrous lOns to b e p resent In th e can area a dJacent to the headspace in cer
ain batches of tuna c a n be found by this approach. If this factor can be defined. a 
ong step will have been ta ken toward the control of iron sulfide discoloration of tuna 
ans, 
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TUNA FOR BREAKFAST 

"Eat a Better Breakfast"--the slogan of National Better Breakfast Month 
inSeptember--was i ntende d to point up the need for improving breakfast eating 
habits. 

Various government . medical. and nutritional leaders have stated that 
from many standpoints breakfa st is the most important meal of the day. Yet. 
in many households it is the 11 neglected meal. 11 

Surveys show that a consistent feeling of well-being is maintained after 
eating a high-protein bre a kfast. This maintains the proper blood sugar level 
and increase s the phys ical and mental efficiency of the young and old alike. 

~aru:ed ~~na with its h igh-quality protein is a natural ingredient fO.r a brea~
fast delIght made by combining tuna with scrambled eggs. Served WIth a frUlt. 
toast, and a beverage . you have a perfect start for a busy day. 

"Jointhebandwagonfor abetter breakfast by serving "Tuna and Egg Scram
ble as recommende d by the home economists of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 

TUNA AND EGG SCRAMBLE 

i CAN ( 6 OR 7 OUNCES) TUNA 

z CUP CHOPPED ON I ON 

3 TABLESPOONS BUTT ER OR OTHER 

FAT J MELTED 

7 EGGS J BEATEN 

1- CUP MILK 

, TABLESPOON LEMON JUICE 

, TEASPOON WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE 

~ TEASPOON SALT 
DASH CAYENNE PEPPER 

CHOPPED PARSLEY 

TOAST POINTS 

D . 'lk lema r~l~ tuna. Flake. Cook onion in butter unti.ltend~r. Combine eggs •. mi • 
~ JUIce, seasonings and tuna Add to omon mIxture and cook unhl eggs 

are fIrm t· . •. . d th t 
S ' S Irflng occasionally. Garnis h with parsley sprmkle over e OPe 
erve on t t . 
~ oas pomts. Serves 6. 
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